As a rapidly growing contract pharmaceutical package manufacturer, this enterprise operates one of the most progressive process, facilities, and validation programs in the CMO industry, upholding a consistent reputation for best-in-class quality and unparalleled customer service. It employs more than 1,100 at its U.S.-based headquarters and multiple manufacturing facilities. As a contract manufacturer of products within a highly regulated industry, it is critical that the entire operation maintain a fully integrated quality and compliance management system to both ensure its own sustainability and to secure confidence among its customers who have entrusted it with the care of their assets. 
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Challenge
Until 2009, this company had been managing internal documentation and change control, training, customer complaints, nonconformances, CAPAs, and audit preparations through disparate and primarily manual processes. As a result, there have been multiple non-value added action items required of various departments, and a growing need to improve compliance in those areas.
The lack of integration among those areas' respective systems contributed to regulatory vulnerability regarding training completion and periodic reviews of 
Business Benefits
With the implementation of these integrated solutions from Pilgrim, the CMO achieved a rapid return on its investment by realizing these key business benefits: 
